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This short advanced course was designed with ambitious objectives: to create an 
exclusive learning platform and network where academia, industry and venture 
capitalists interact fruitfully. 

Indeed, the structure of “BioBusiness” is based on course modules with empha-
sis on Entrepreneurship, Life Sciences and Venture Finance. These modules have 
been integrated in a progressive order of thematic clusters. With a common de-
nominator, the creation and financing of BioEnterprises, they range from “Basics 
in BioBusiness” to “Opportunity Recognition and Start-up Creation”, including 
“Mandatory Regulatory and Legal Aspects” as well as “Financing“, to end with 
an overview of possible “Exit Strategies”. During the week, participants may also 
draft a plan for developing a new opportunity in their area. In addition, lectures 
will be complemented by case studies and extensive discussions.

This program reflects a deliberately highly interdisciplinary approach to target 
more particularly young and future entrepreneurs, by giving them an opportunity 
to learn, talk, discuss, maybe to invent, and share their experiences.

Lectures and seminars are taught by a world-class team of instructors from the 
Institute of Finance of the University of Lugano, industry and venture capital, 
including Dr. Shreefal Mehta of the Rensselaer Polytechnic Institute. He has suc-
cessfully translated science into commercial products and was awarded the New 
York capital region’s Future Business Leaders “40 under 40 Award”.

We would be very pleased to welcome you to “BioBusiness” and Lugano!

 
Prof. Dr. Piero Martinoli
President, Università della Svizzera italiana
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Monday, 23th November

07:30 Registration

08:00 Welcome, P. Martinoli, USI
Executive Center USI, blue lecture room

08:15 Overview: Global BioBusiness
J. Zuercher, Ernst & Young SA 
Executive Center USI, blue lecture room

09:15 Break

09:30 Assessing Technology & Market Opportunities
S. Mehta, Rensselaer Polytechnic Institute
Executive Center USI, blue lecture room

10:30 Break

10:45 BioProject: Participants’ Projects
Executive Center USI, break-out rooms

12:00 Lunch

13:00 How to turn biomedical research into commercial value: The 
Humabs and ESBATech Cases 
A. Barberis, Humabs Biomed
Executive Center USI, blue lecture room

13:45 Start-up an Opportunity
S. Mehta, Rensselaer Polytechnic Institute
Executive Center USI, blue lecture room

14:45 Break

15:15 Business Plan
L. Leoni, AGIRE
Executive Center USI, blue lecture room

16:30 Break

16:45 Start-up Phase & Opportunity Recognition: 
The Addex and Inflamalps Cases  
V. Mutel, InflamAlps
Executive Center USI, blue lecture room

17:30 Apéro

18:00 BioProject: Participants’ Projects
Executive Center USI, break-out rooms
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Tuesday, 24th November

08:00 Venture Capital for Early-Stage Opportunities
R. Fleck, Index Ventures
Executive Center USI, blue lecture room

09:00 Break

09:20 Preclinical and Clinical Drug Development
R. Fariello, BioNeuroFar SA
Executive Center USI, blue lecture room

10:50 Break

11:00 Preclinical and Clinical Drug Development
R. Fariello, BioNeuroFar SA
Executive Center USI, blue lecture room

12:00 Lunch

13:00 BioProject: Participants’ Projects
Executive Center USI, break-out rooms

14:30 Start-up BioVentures: Versantis and G7 Therapeutics
V. Forster, Versantis and C. Bertozzi, G7 Therapeutics
Executive Center USI, blue lecture room

15:30 Break

15:45 From Scientist to CEO
C. Zahnd, Molecular Partners
Executive Center USI, blue lecture room 

16:30 Break

16:45 BioProject: Participants’ Projects
Executive Center USI, break-out rooms

17:45 Break
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Wednesday, 25th November

08:00 Intellectual Property Rights
P. Felder, Schmauder & Partner AG
Executive Center USI, blue lecture room

09:30 Break

09:45 BioProject: Participants’ Projects
Executive Center USI, blue lecture room

10:45 Break

11:00 Fundamentals of Sales & Marketing
R. Cervini, Helsinn Advanced Synthesis and D. Marino, CUTISS
Executive Center USI, blue lecture room

12:30 Lunch 
13:30 BioProject: Participants’ Projects

Executive Center USI, break-out rooms  

14:30 Break

14:45  Principles of Project Valuation
A. Plazzi, USI, IFIN
Executive Center USI, blue lecture room

16:15 Break

16:30 Valuation & Negotiation in Life Sciences
A. Peire, Venture Valuation
Executive Center USI, blue lecture room

20:00  Evening Event 
Restaurant “Canvetto Luganese”, 
via R. Simen 14 b, 6904 Lugano
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Thursday, 26th November

08:00 Evolution of Business Models
S. Mehta, Rensselaer Polytechnic Institute
Executive Center USI, blue lecture room

09:30 Break

09:45 BioProject: Participants’ Projects
Executive Center USI, break-out rooms

10:45 Break

11:00 Registration in Europe
U. Granzer, Granzer Regulatory Consulting & Services
Executive Center USI, blue lecture room

12:30 Lunch 
13:30 BioProject: Participants’ Projects

Executive Center USI, break-out rooms

15:15 Break

15:30 Stages of the Investment Process
J.–P. Tripet, Aravis SA
Executive Center USI, blue lecture room

17:00 Apéro

18:00 BioProject: Participants’ Projects
Executive Center USI, break-out rooms
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Friday, 27th November

08:00 Support Programs and Business Angels in Switzerland
J.-P. Vuilleumier, CTI Invest 
Executive Center USI, blue lecture room

09:00 Break

09:15 M&A: Expansion Strategy for Pharma Companies and Exit
Strategy for Biotech Enterprises
R. Braglia, Helsinn Group
Executive Center USI, blue lecture room

10:00 Break 

10:15 FIT, Farma Industria Ticino
G. Calderari, Helsinn Group and FIT
Executive Center USI, blue lecture room

10:30 BioProject: Participants’ Projects
Executive Center USI, break-out rooms

12:00 Lunch

13:30 Some extra tips from UBS on how to start your business
M. Genova, UBS
Executive Center USI, blue lecture room

14:00 Selection Process for a Successful Investment: a VC Point of
View
E. Braglia, ONELIFE SA
Executive Center USI, blue lecture room

14:30 Break

14:45 Participants’ Presentations 
and Helsinn Award for best BioProject
Executive Center USI, blue lecture room

16:30 Feedback and closing remarks
Executive Center USI, blue lecture room 
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Alcide Barberis
Alcide Barberis is currently President and CEO of Humabs, a company spin-off of the In-
stitute of Research in Biomedicine (IRB) located in Bellinzona. Prior to joining Humabs, he 
was Head of Research and Collaborations at Telormedix, a biotech company located at the 
Tecnopolo Lugano. Dr. Barberis has been the scientific founder of two biotech companies, 
ESBATech AG and Oncalis AG, and brings over 14 years management experience in the 
biotechnology industry, as well as scientific experience in the public and corporate research 
sector. As R&D and executive manager, he has initiated and successfully negotiated R&D 
deals with biotech and pharma companies. Dr. Barberis has directed highly innovative re-
search teams both as lecturer and group leader at the University of Zürich and as manager 
in his biotech companies. He holds a PhD in Molecular Biology and Biochemistry from the 
University of Zürich, has been scientist at Harvard University and at the San Raffaele Re-
search Institute, and is author on more than 50 scientific publications and inventor on more 
than 10 patent families.

Carlo Bertozzi
Carlo Bertozzi, CEO of G7 Therapeutics, is in charge of business development and strategic 
partnerships. He graduated in biophysics, cellular biochemistry and bioorganic chemistry 
from ETH Zurich and holds a PhD in structural biology from the University of Zurich.

Enrico Braglia
Enrico Braglia, M.Sc (Economics), ONELIFE ADVISORS SA and SENEXTA THERAPEUTICS SA 
founder and CEO, received a degree from the Commercial University Bocconi in Milan 
(Italy). He joined the Swiss pharmaceutical group Helsinn in 1991, from a previous tenure 
with Fininvest Financial Services, formerly a Mediaset company, where he was responsible 
for the International Treasury and Finance Office. In Helsinn, he served as Co-CEO and was 
responsible for all operations including the manufacturing, R&D, regulatory and finance. He 
also led the business development group in-licensing several new chemical entities. 
The strategic design and project management of complex international scientific programs 
was also part of his responsibilities.

FACULTY 



Riccardo Braglia
Dr. Riccardo Braglia, has a degree in Business Economics with specialization in Industrial 
Business Management at Bocconi University of Milan. He is the Entrepreneur and CEO of 
the HELSINN GROUP and a member of the Board of Directors of the HELSINN HOLDING SA, 
Switzerland. He is also the Managing Director of Helsinn Healthcare SA, Lugano, Managing 
Director of Helsinn Advanced Synthesis SA, Biasca, member of the Board of Helsinn Birex 
Pharmaceuticals Ltd, Dublin, Ireland and Chairman of Helsinn Therapeutics (US) Inc., Iselin 
NJ, USA. He is board member of Thorne Research Inc. USA, WellnessFX Inc. USA,
Lyfebulb Inc. USA, Sinomedica SA Switzerland and member of the avisory board of Wind-
ham Healthcare fund. He is also board member of the Ticino Chamber of Commerce and 
Swiss American Chamber of Commerce. He won the 2012 Best Entrepreneur of Ticino and 
the 2013 E&Y Swiss Entrepreneur of the Year Award.

Giorgio Calderari
Giorgio Calderari is President of Farma Industria Ticino, the association of chemical and 
pharmaceutical industries in the Swiss canton of Ticino that counts 27 member companies, 
with a combined workforce of 2’400 employees and which generates a total annual turno-
ver of approximately 2 Billion Swiss Francs. After graduating in chemistry Giorgio Calderari 
obtained a PhD, with a thesis in organic synthesis at the Swiss Federal Institute of Technol-
ogy (ETH) in Zurich. In 1985 he joined Helsinn Group as head of the chemical R&D and 
subsequently held several other technical and managerial functions in the manufacturing 
and quality assurance areas. Since 1998 he has been working at the headquarter based in 
Lugano and led several development projects, including new drugs, and the establishment 
of an integrated supply and distribution chain in more than 90 countries all over the world. 
He is currently General Manager of the Group, which now counts 600 employees among 
its subsidiaries in Switzerland, Ireland, US and China, and a turnover of approximately 300 
million Swiss Francs, and he is responsible for business development, R&D, manufacturing 
and commercial operations.

Riccardo Cervini
After graduating in Biology at the University of Milan, Riccardo Cervini worked for several 
years in fundamental research in Italian and French laboratories. During this time, he ob-
tained a PhD at CNRS in neurosciences and carried out a EU research programme in gene 
therapy at the Ecole Normale Supérieure, Paris. During his studies, he was awarded the 
IPSEN Prize for neurosciences. He has authored several papers in international scientific 
reviews. In 2000, Riccardo Cervini moved to Business Development Positions, responsible 
for selling services to pharmaceutical companies at different levels of the pharmaceutical 
added-value chain. Meanwhile, he earned an MBA at the Schiller International University, 
Strasbourg. Since 2005, Riccardo Cervini has been working as Business Development Man-
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ager Europe with key-account functions for several pharmaceutical accounts at Helsinn 
Advanced Synthesis SA, a contract manufacturing organization owned by the Swiss phar-
maceutical group Helsinn Healthcare SA. 

Ruggero G. Fariello
Ruggero G. Fariello is a neurologist and neuroscientist. He graduated with an MD degree 
with honours at the University of Turin Medical School, where he also underwent postgrad-
uate training. He pursued further postgraduate studies at the Universities of Aix-Marseille 
and of Toronto. At the latter, he was awarded a Canadian Medical Research Council Fellow-
ship, and obtained a specialty qualification in Clinical Electrophysiology and Neurology from 
the American Boards, among others. In his Academic career Ruggero was tenured Professor 
at the Universities of Wisconsin (Madison), Texas (San Antonio) and Jefferson (Philadelphia), 
before being appointed Professor and Chairman of the Department of Neurological Sci-
ences at Rush University, Chicago. His work was devoted to enquiring into the physiological 
and pharmacological phenomena underlying epilepsy and neurodegenerative disorders. He 
was also actively involved in leading clinical experimentation of new treatments, particularly 
for Parkinson Disease and epilepsy. In 1990 Ruggero joined the pharmaceutical industry as 
an executive manager responsible for R&D in the CNS area. In this capacity he developed 
drugs for treatment of Parkinson disease, depression and epilepsy. In 1998 he founded 
Newron Pharmaceuticals SpA, and has since held the position of chief scientific officer, 
as well as being a Member of the Board of Directors. In 2005 he became CSO & CMO of 
Brane Discovery srl and then CMO of Neurotune AG. Ruggero also runs BioNeuroFar a 
consultancy firm advising private and public organisations with biotechnological, scientific, 
industrial and educational interests in the area of brain sciences. Ruggero has authored over 
150 peer-reviewed scientific papers and several books on epilepsy and neurodegenerative 
diseases.

Peter Felder
Peter Felder is registered as a European Patent Attorney and interacts with the Swiss and 
the European Patent Office. He is the managing partner of Schmauder & Partner AG, Pat-
ent- und Markenanwälte VSP, a private IP consultancy firm located in Zurich, Switzerland. 
His principal activities comprise developing and implementing client-specific patent strate-
gies and consultancy concerning technology transfer. His technical expertise primarily cov-
ers chemistry, materials technology and analytics, but also medicine, pharmaceutics and 
medical device technology. Originally a physical chemist with a PhD from ETH Zurich, he 
spent twelve years in research, first at the Lawrence Berkeley Laboratory of the University 
of California and then at the University of Zurich, where he was an Appointed Lecturer. He 
currently lectures on the protection of intellectual property in physics, chemistry, biology, 
and medicine.
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Heidrun Flaadt
Dr. Heidrun Flaadt studied Biology at the University of Constance where she also completed 
her PhD. After her postdoctoral studies at Ecole Normale Supérieure in Paris she attended 
Management Education in Zurich. She then served as COO of Diagene, a spin-off company 
at University of Basel. During that time the company completed the first capital round. 
Driven by her interest for Technology Transfer she took over a position at the Office of Tech-
nology Transfer (OTT) at the University of Basel. In 2005 she started to build up a new OTT 
at EMPA in Duebendorf which she headed until end of 2007. In 2008 she moved to Ticino 
to join her husband and received a mandate from the Università della Svizzera italiana in Lu-
gano to create new Executive Programs in the field of Bio- and MedTech Entrepreneurship. 
Among others, she developed and implemented both BioBusiness and MedTech Business 
program. Heidrun Flaadt is now the director of CASE BioMed, Center of Advanced Studies 
on Entrepreneurship in Biomedicine at USI.

Roman Fleck
Roman Fleck joined the Life Science team at Index Ventures is 2006 and he is a Principal 
based in the Geneva office. Prior to joining Index Ventures, he worked for seven years at 
Boehringer Ingelheim Pharmaceuticals where he held roles of increasing responsibility in 
preclinical drug discovery in the areas of inflammation and cardiovascular therapies as well 
as later on in business development. Under his leadership several compounds were moved 
into clinical development. Roman received his PhD in organic chemistry from the Massachu-
setts Institute of Technology (MIT) where he performed research on catalytic antibodies. In 
addition, he obtained an MBA from New York University’s Stern School of Business where 
he continues to serve as a mentor for aspiring entrepreneurs. Currently, he represents In-
dex Ventures on the boards of GlycoVaxyn, Novocure and Diartis, while remaining closely 
involved with Versartis, Funxional Therapeutics and Normoxys.

Vincent Forster
Dr. Vincent Forster is the CEO and Co-Founder of Versantis, a preclinical stage pharma-
ceutical company based in Switzerland, which develops a versatile detoxification therapy. 
Vincent received his PhD in Pharmaceutical Sciences from ETH Zurich, which built upon 
a multidisciplinary education in Biomedical Engineering and Biotechnology, completed at 
EPFL (Switzerland) and UCSD (USA). His research in the field of Drug Delivery taught him 
the Art of formulating and conveying pharmaceuticals. Paradoxically, his recent work has 
been focused on the conception of a universal antidote to “un-deliver” drugs and remove 
them from overdosed patients. Specifically, he developed a revolutionary peritoneal dialysis 
approach for the detoxification body wastes and toxic chemicals. Enthusiastic and passion-
ate, he now dedicates his energy to translate this technology to the patient’s bedside. For 
that, Vincent and his co-founders recently established Versantis (www.versantis.ch), which 
rapidly raised interests from the medical, commercial, and mass media communities. When 
winter comes, Vincent spends his spare time on a snowboard or on telemarks exploring 
new summits and seeking for the best slopes in the Alps.
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Marc Genova
Marc Genova, grew up in Geneva. He started his banking career in 1987 with a 3 year ap-
prenticeship. Quite soon he has been more attracted by commercial banking rather than 
wealth management. For linguistic reasons and also to get experience at headquarters, he 
spent many years in Zurich and Basel. He worked as well for a shot period in NY and 2 years 
in London. In 2004, he moved to Ticino as credit risk responsible, then in 2012 he took 
over the responsibility of SME Origination Units in Ticino. Beginning of 2015 he became 
responsible for the entire UBS Ticino Corporate area. 

Ulrich Granzer
In 1989 Ulrich Granzer joined Glaxo/Glaxo Wellcome, where he was appointed Director 
of Regulatory Affairs in 1993. Since then, he served as a member of Glaxo’s and then 
Glaxo Wellcome’s Global Regulatory Board. During this time he was also project leader 
for a company-wide re-engineering project at Glaxo Germany. In 1998 Dr Granzer joined 
BASF Pharma as Vice President of Global Regulatory Centres, with global responsibility for 
Regulatory Affairs, Drug Safety, and GXP in development. Three years later he joined Bayer 
as vice-president of Global Regulatory Affairs taking over responsibility for all regulatory 
aspects of project development and submission worldwide. At the beginning of 2002 Ulrich 
Granzer decided to start his own business and became an independent consultant. 

Lorenzo Leoni
Lorenzo Leoni has a sound mix of scientific know-how in the field of translational medicine 
in oncology and immunology with experience in successful entrepreneurship and manage-
ment. Dr Leoni obtained a degree in Biology and a PhD from the University of Lausanne. In 
1995, he joined the University of California at San Diego (UCSD) where he rapidly became 
Assistant Professor in the Department of Haematology/Oncology. In 2000, Dr Leoni found-
ed Salmedix, a biopharmaceutical company based in San Diego that developed anti-tumour 
therapies, which was sold to Cephalon in 2005. After returning to Switzerland, he became 
COO of Mondobiotech, a quoted Swiss biotech company. In 2007 Dr Leoni founded and 
became CEO of Telormedix, completing an initial Series A round of SFr21 million.

Daniela Marino
Dr. Daniela Marino was born in Agrigento, Sicily (Italy) in 1981. She studied biotechnology 
in Milan (Italy) and obtained her PhD at the institute of Pharmaceutical Sciences at the ETH 
in Zurich in 2009. Research topics were stem cell, skin and vascular biology.  After gradua-
tion, she started her post doc at the Tissue Biology Research Unit of the University Children’s 
Hospital in Zurich and performed research on tissue engineering of skin. Soon in parallel, 
Dr Marino started performing project management and scientific coordination for a FP7 
European consortium (www.euroskigraft.eu) that supports the clinical application of the 
engineered skin grafts on patients with skin defects. Since 2014, she has been developing 
the business for the start-up CUTISS, a spin-off of the University of Zurich that will bring the 
engineered skin grafts to the market. Dr. Marino will be the future CEO of CUTISS.
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Shreefal Mehta
Building from a robust scientific and technical background, Shreefal Mehta has successfully 
translated science into commercial products. Shreefal’s skills in commercializing technology 
have led to success in various projects from the market planning and launch of a multimil-
lion dollar analytical product for the petrochemical industry to the founding of a drug dis-
covery company and its merger with a public biotech in Australia. His skills in managing ad-
vanced technologies led to his appointment as Executive Director of the radical innovation 
research programme at the Lally School of Management, Rensselaer Polytechnic Institute. 
He also led a consultancy project for technology-based economic development planning. 
He has lectured at international conferences, has been quoted in business and trade maga-
zines (Economist, The Scientist, etc.), has been widely published in leading journals like 
Nature Biotechnology, and has taught executive management and multi-disciplinary classes 
on commercializing biotechnology. He currently consults on new ventures, strategic com-
mercialization planning for hi-tech products, analyses of product development and value 
propositions over the healthcare value chain, integration of company operations across 
time zones, and global sourcing of technology, capital, and services. He was awarded the 
New York capital region’s Future Business Leaders ‘40 under 40’ Award. He is the author of 
Commercializing successful Biomedical Technologies, a book which Nature Biotechnology 
refers to as “The Bioentrepreneur’s Road map”.

Vincent Mutel
Dr. Vincent Mutel, is co-founder, CEO and member of the BoD of Inflamalps SA. He was co-
founder, CEO and vice chairman of the board of Addex Pharmaceuticals Ltd, a public Swiss 
biotech, and prior was Research Area Head in the CNS division at the Swiss pharmaceutical 
company F. Hoffmann-La Roche Ltd where he worked for 13 years. In his role at Addex 
Pharmaceuticals Ltd he led the growth of the organization to up to 140 staff, completed 
three rounds of venture financing, an IPO and a PIPE, totaling CHF263 million.

Aitana Peire
Before joining Venture Valuation as business analyst, Aitana Peire worked as Pharma equity 
research analyst for Kepler Cheuvreux, covering Valneva, Basilea and Lonza. Prior to that, 
she worked as consultant for Stratas Partners, based in Basel, focusing on projects on mar-
ket access, pricing and reimbursement, and budget impact modeling. Finally, she started 
her career in Finance with a position as investment analyst for London-based hedge fund 
Carval Investors, as part of the NPL team, where she assisted in the pricing and performance 
analysis of investments across several geographies. Aitana holds a PhD in Evolutionary Ge-
netics from the University of Groningen (Netherlands) and is a CFA Level II candidate.
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Alberto Plazzi
Alberto Plazzi is the Assistant Professor of Finance in the Swiss Finance Institute at the 
University of Lugano since September 2010. Prof. Plazzi received a Master of Finance from 
Coripe, Piemonte in 2002. In 2005, he obtained his PhD in Economics and Finance from the 
University of Bergamo. He completed his PhD in Finance from the UCLA Anderson School 
of Management in 2010 with a dissertation on real estate and empirical asset pricing. His 
research interests include empirical asset pricing, real estate, term structure modeling, and 
financial econometrics. His research has been published in various international journals. 
Prof. Plazzi has taught classes in asset pricing, corporate finance, and risk management at 
various universities. At UCLA, he has been Teaching Assistant for the courses in corporate 
finance for the MBA and Fully-Employed MBA programs.

Joerg Staeheli
Dr. Joerg Staeheli is a retired Novartis manager who was head of the internal consultancy 
unit Technology Planning & Transfer at the pre-merger company Sandoz. In his post-merger 
assignment he was in charge of Corporate Knowledge Networking and concurrently, the 
Secretary of the Novartis Technology Advisory Board and the Novartis Liaison Officer for 
the Industrial Liaison Program with the Massachusetts Institute of Technology (MIT). Joerg 
Staeheli then became departmental Head External Affairs, comprising tasks of alliance man-
agement, technology planning, and technology screening and assessment. Since his retire-
ment, he has assumed mandates as business consultant in the biotech domain.
Dr. Staeheli’s background is in chemistry and management sciences. He is also an alumnus 
of INSEAD AMP (Advaced Management Program).

Jean-Philippe Tripet
Jean-Philippe Tripet, CFA, is a Managing Partner and founder of Aravis Venture, a Swiss 
based venture capital firm focusing on investments in biotechnology and energy compa-
nies. During his career Jean Philippe has performed over 90 investments in private compa-
nies in the USA, Europe and Asia, many as leading investor. He has developed experience 
as international bank executive, private equity investor, portfolio manager and as financial 
analyst since 1988. He was in particular active in seeding and a founder of some of the 
most successful Swiss companies such as Glycart, Cytos, Isotis, Esbatech, Evolva and Novim-
mune. Jean-Philippe sits on the board of directors of seven companies in Europe (Telorme-
dix, Evolva, Symetis, Synosia), Asia (S Bio, Merlion) and USA (Omeros). He is also a director 
of the “Fondation Fournier Majoie pour l’Innovation” in Bruxelles. Before founding Aravis 
he was a Senior Executive Vice-President and Global head of Sector asset management and 
research at Lombard Odier & Cie, Geneva and a member of the Group Executive Committee 
of the bank. He was awarded the “Best European Fund Manager” five-year performance 
award, all categories equity, in 2001. He graduated in business administration at the Uni-
versity of Geneva, pursued graduate studies in finance in San Diego, California, and is a 
Chartered Financial Analyst.
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Jean-Pierre Vuilleumier 
After obtaining his MBA at the University of Fribourg (CH) Jean-Pierre Vuilleumier became 
Professor for Finance at the University of Applied Sciences in Bern. In 2000, he was CEO of 
a Swiss Venture Capital Company. In spring 2002 he joined CTI Start-up as Project-leader 
of Financial and Investor Support for Start-up Companies. In addition, in spring 2003 he 
became Managing Director of CTI Invest. He is also teaching entrepreneurship classes at the 
Venturelab program. In 2009 he was appointed Managing Director of the W.A. de Vigier 
Foundation.

Christian Zahnd
Christian Zahnd is CEO and member of the Board of Directors of Molecular Partners. After 
graduating with a Master of Science degree from the ETH, Zurich he worked for Merrill 
Lynch. Christian then earned his PhD from the University of Zürich. His research focused 
on antibodies and antibody fragments, which he studied independently and through aca-
demic and industry collaborations. Christian co-founded Molecular Partners to expand his 
pioneering research on the therapeutic applications of DARPins. He has been a member of 
the Company’s management team since its foundation.

Juerg Zuercher
Juerg Zuercher’s 22-year career with Ernst & Young has involved extensive audit and corpo-
rate finance experience with local and international health sciences clients. His work experi-
ence with Ernst & Young in the United States was instrumental in his successful delivery of 
clients’ transition to International Reporting Standards (IFRS or U.S. GAAP). He is now the 
partner responsible for Ernst & Young’s biotech practice in EMEIA (Europe, Middle East, In-
dia and Africa) and a member of the Ernst & Young Global Biotechnology Advisory Panel. In 
addition to serving as an audit partner to several venture capital companies, Juerg Zuercher 
is also active in the venture-capital community, advising clients on fundraising opportuni-
ties and facilitating mergers. His deep understanding of the biotech market in the region 
was instrumental in providing the Swiss federal government with an in-depth analysis of 
the state of biotechnology in Switzerland and the launch of the first Swiss Biotechnology 
Report in March 2004. Juerg Zuercher studied at the University of St Gallen, where he ob-
tained a degree in Business Administration, specialising in auditing.
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This program is by far the best course I have ever attended. The course gave me the courage and 
trust to really go the way with the own company. Absolutely incredible program. The quality of 
the speakers is just world class. The organization and the minds behind the program are brilliant. 
This also changed my perception of USI as one important player in education of current and future 
entrepreneurs in Switzerland and globally. I will highly recommend the program.
Dr. Patrick Kugelmeier, Oberarzt, Chirurgie, Zuerich
 
The programme is outstanding and brings immediate and measurable value to my company
Stavros Therianos, CEO and founder of Diagnoplex
 
My partner Ralf Streichan and I, Nils Goedecke, participated in the BioBusiness program at USI 
one in 2011 and the other in 2012. We specifically asked CTI to grant us a second participation be-
cause of the excellence of the advanced course, which provides an outstanding mixture of lectures 
on legal and financial business aspects as well as interactive seminars focusing on business models 
and marketing strategies. The combination of information presentation, working in-class on tasks 
along with the networking through-out that week it is impossible to say what the best part was. 
In my opinion this course is a “must-see” for entrepreneurs, who originate in sciences and discover 
new ground by building their own organization.
Nils Goedecke, CEO and founder, MicroDuits GmbH

As a researcher, doing science, thinking science for all your life, one does not think business. As a 
researcher you need a kick, to lift up your nose from the lab bench, get out of the box and become 
an entrepreneur. I had the privilege of getting the best kick one could hope for. With absolutely no 
previous experience, I attended the MedTech Business and BioBusiness programs at USI. These 
programs provided me with priceless knowledge and network. Thanks to these programs, I under-
stood the potential behind my project and I got ready for the entrepreneurial challenge. 
Daniela Marino, CUTISS

BioBusiness is a high tech week with heart and soul. The course provides a professional basis and 
sustainable network with other entrepreneurs and the professionals around. We are proud that 
we could participate.
Dr. Frank Grossmann, Founder & CEO, Orphanbiotech
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The short advanced course BioBusiness provided us with an excellent overview of what it takes 
to bring a pharmaceutical innovation from the lab to the market and also about biotech market 
trends. What I really appreciated was that through the real life experiences, examples, and case 
studies, the information did not remain only theoretical. Very good course!
Aino Kalervo, Project Responsible, sanofi-aventis
 
This course gave a very comprehensive overview and offered practical relevant insights about the 
major challenges and opportunities for a bio-entrepreneur in today’s global market environment.
Daniel Leutenegger, CEO & Co-Founder, Stemergie Biotechnology SA
 
BioBusiness is a unique opportunity for young entrepreneurs from all horizons to share with and 
learn from others. The smart choice of speakers, technical experts and experienced entrepreneurs 
covers all topics required for a successful biotech endeavour. This is also a chance to network with 
industry professionals, scientists and investors in a relaxed and friendly atmosphere.
Dr. Thomas Fessard, Head of Chemistry and Drug Discovery, Lipideon Biotechnology AG
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